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Year 5
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Expected results

Pupil:
●
●

●

Knows: the names and chronological limits of the periods of European history based on
cultural epochs;
Understands: the concepts “history”, “historian”; the interest of mankind in the past;
interrelations between the past, the present, and the future; notion of “historical map”, “line
map”, “historical geographic region”, and “state border”; difference between geographic
(physical) and historical maps; reading a historical map using its legend.
Knows how to: use the term “history” in different meanings (as a story, experience, as
living memory of the people in the past, and as science); make up a story using the
historical map; define a geographic location and natural conditions in the historical
geographic regions; distinguish between different kinds of historical sources; distinguish
details on the persons, events, and their characteristics.

